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REASONS FOR POOR
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
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MISSING SYSTEMS

LACK OF ORGANIZATION

In middle school, many students are able to get by without
an organized workflow, but transitioning to high school
presents a world of new challenges. Longer classes,
demanding extra curriculars, and larger homework loads
often leave students struggling to stay afloat
academically. The antidote is creating an organized
workflow that prioritizes academics.

The old assignment book from middle school leaves high
schoolers ill equipped for the onslaught of academic
demands they face. Achieving exceptional marks in all
classes without sacrificing a student’s personal life requires
simple systems to ensure all obligations are met.
Implementing proven time management and study systems
improves academic performance.
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POOR MINDSET

LOW COMPREHENSION

Not every student understands that academic success is
more about effort and grit than it is about aptitude. In
high school, everything is tracked from grades to
extracurriculars, and most importantly, test scores.
Aligning a student’s mindset with the importance of their
education will improve their focus and motivation
in the classroom.

High school students are challenged with higher level
reading, foreign languages, advanced mathematics, and
more. Comprehending the fire hose of information and
then retaining it for homework and tests presents an
enormous challenge to many students. Leveraging
proven tactics for studying and note taking dramatically
improves comprehension and retention.

THE SOLUTION = ACADEMIC COACHING FROM METHOD LEARNING
Our Academic Coaches serve as advisors, mentors, and educational partners to your student,
helping to remove performance blockers and improve scores. Here’s how we do it:
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ORGANIZATIONAL
SYSTEMS

DEEP LEARNING
TACTICS

MINDSET
TRANSFORMATION

We develop and implement
systems that support
productive workflows and
efficient time use.

We maximize comprehension
and retention with note taking
and study habits that
improve results.

OUR COACHING PROCESS
Our Academic Coaches are highly trained to deliver a life changing
experience for your student. In the first month of Academic Coaching,
we follow a standardized process to acclimate students with their
new academic operating system. Then, our coaches become
extremely agile, catering sessions to student’s specific needs
and maximizing session time to drive results.

STUDENT OUTCOMES
• Higher Grades and Test Scores
• Advanced Executive Functioning
• Happier, More Engaged Student

We remove focus and motivation
barriers to maximize your
students’ full academic potential.

